
About California Wonder Pepper

CALIFORNIA
WONDER PEPPER

heirloom | non-GMO

Sun:
Full Sun

Germination Time:
10-21 days

Harvest Time:
75 days

Hardiness Zone:
4-12

Plant Width:
15-24 inches 
(50-60 cm)

Plant Height:
18-30 inches 
(46-76 cm)

Planting Depth:
¼-½ inch
(0.6-1.2 cm)

Green bell peppers are excellent when served in salads, used with skewers, or served 
with fresh veggies and dip. Growing your own bell peppers is easy, and just a few 
plants can produce pound after pound of produce. This is the quintessential bell 
pepper variety, perfect for stu�ng and producing peppers in every color of the 
rainbow!



Germination
Peppers should be started indoors approximately 8 weeks prior to the last frost of the 
spring. Unless you live in a warm climate, peppers require a long growing season and 
their seeds should not be direct sowed outside.

Sow 1/4 inches deep in a well-drained starting medium. Seeds require lots of warmth 
to germinate; mediums should be between 80-85°F. Using a heat mat available at 
home, garden stores, and elsewhere, can help to ensure ideal conditions. 
Additionally, young starts will fare much better with additional light. 

Keep the soil adequately moist during germination.

Planting 
Place in a window or sunny location that receives lots of southern or southwestern 
sun exposure. Consider supplementing with arti�cial lighting if possible. Seedlings 
do not need supplemental fertilizer but you can feed them when they are about 
three weeks old with a starter solution that is diluted to half strength.

Transplant in warm weather and sunny location 12-14 inches apart. Wait until soil 
temperatures exceed 50°F at all times before placing into the ground. Before 
transplanting your pepper plants outside, take time to harden them o�. 

Acclimate your seedlings by moving them outside for one hour per day to start, 
increasing the amount of time required per day by one or two hours before the 
plants can spend the entire day outside. This will help your plants adjust to harsh 
conditions like wind, precipitation, and scalding sunlight.

Pepper plants should be fairly close to one another, so that there is slight contact 
between plants. 



Peppers need a steady supply of water for best performance. If fertilizing, be careful 
not to overdo it on nitrogen as this can deter fruit growth. Organic fertilizers and soil 
should be rich in phosphorus, potassium, and calcium.

Mulch your pepper plants well to deter weeds. Keep them well-watered during the 
growing season, providing about one to two inches of water per week if your plants 
don’t receive it via natural rainfall. Failing to water your pepper plants adequately can 
cause them to become overly hot and bitter.

Harvest
Harvest when peppers are �rm and big.  This is typically 75 days from planting. 
Peppers can be harvested at any stage  - the traditional bell pepper is harvested 
green, but if you allow your fruits to mature, they will become orange, yellow, or red. 

To save seeds, wait until the peppers have gone past ripeness before harvesting, 
remove the seeds and leave them on a plate to dry for 2 weeks.

Should you have any concerns,
please EMAIL us directly at: 

help@homegrown-garden.com




